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Hsiang & Kopp (J. Econ Perspectives, 2018)



Measuring impacts

Carleton & Hsiang (Science, 2016)



Climate change and economic output
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Carleton et al. (QJE, 2022)

Impacts on human health



Fiscal Costs > 
Disaster payments

Deryugina (AEJ Policy, 2017)

Hurricane



Bakkensen & Barrage (Rev. Financial Studies, 2021)

Revaluation of real estate assets

Mueller et al (J. Real Estate Finance & Econ, 2009)



Impacts within the home
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Adult income vs extreme heat during child development



Climate affecting violence & social stability
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Hsiang et al. (Science, 2017)

Impacts can increase pre-existing inequality



Institutions for supervising adaptation technology & data
• There are / will be massive efforts to minimize 

economic damages from climate change.


• There are no institutions to ensure data / 
policies / technologies are “safe and 
effective” 


• Ineffective technologies defraud consumers 
and disclosure of inaccurate climate risk data 
may harm unaware citizens.


Recommendation:


• Develop systems for third-party supervision / 
verification of technologies and data (e.g. 
RCTs, audits) to protect consumers (e.g. 
cities, homeowners).

We do not have comparable 
institutions for climate-related policies 

or technologies



Social Cost of GHGs
• SC-GHG is an estimate of the net present value of mitigation one unit of 

emissions today. Used to “price carbon”.


• Global CO2 emissions = 40 billion tons


• Suppose SC-GHG = $60 / ton CO2


• Annual emissions valued at $2.4T (Global GDP = $96T)


• Repricing (e.g. altering discount rate) could introduce enormous  volatility 
into markets if US SC-GHG is widely adopted.


Recommendations: 


• Systematize and codify scientific process to regularly update SC-GHG 
based on best available science.


• Set “speed limits” on how rapidly parameter values (e.g. discount 
rates) may change to limit volatility.



Fiscal Planning
• Many legacy systems were designed prior to climate change but “bear the weight” of 

climate-related costs (e.g. public unemployment insurance, private healthcare)


• Either existing systems / programs must expand to manage costs or we must design / 
deploy new ones


• Moral hazard is pervasive across adaptation planning contexts


Recommendations:


• Index budgets and financial systems against climate change to improve fiscal sustainability 
(analogous to indexing to inflation)


• Incentivize measurable risk reduction across all planning levels


• Phase out ad hoc discretionary relief programs (presidential disaster declarations), replace 
with financially sustainable risk-sharing systems (e.g. unsubsidized crop insurance / NFIP)



Coordinating /supporting adaptation investment
• Adaptation to climate change will be decentralized and executed at multiple levels of government 


• Coordination failures may be extremely costly (e.g. electrical grid planning, interstate surface water 
allocations)


• State & local governments may lack resources / expertise to evaluate cost-effectiveness of adaptation 
technologies / strategies


Recommendations:


• Review existing adaptation coordinating mechanisms, establish cross-level / cross-regional / cross-
sectoral systems to coordinate actions. 


• Signal priorities centrally (e.g. WH) to facilitate coordination. 


• Incentivize transfer of savings across programatic areas (e.g. FEMA buyback program)


• Create / disseminate systems to support technical aspects of local / state adaptation planning.


• Expand education programs to develop the interdisciplinary labor force needed for national adaptation.


